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PUTIN WAGES WAR ON UKRAINE - POTENTIAL IMPACT

Berenberg Macro View
Russian forces are attacking Ukraine. The world now faces its worst global security threat since the Cuban
missile crisis of 1962. If Russia launches a major ground offensive, it would likely turn into the most dreadful
war in Europe since 1945. A human tragedy. The US and Europe are likely to impose large-scale sanctions
against Russia. These could include, but unlikely be limited too, dramatically restricting its access to dollar
payments and to imports of western technology. NATO looks set to increase its presence in NATO members
close to Russia.
The news involves three of the potential risk events we highlighted in our recent note:
• First, the surge in uncertainty could be a major shock to equity and other risk markets such as
credit.
• Second, the European economy could suffer a significant setback. Negative shocks to business and
consumer confidence as well as even higher energy prices and thus inflation would dampen growth
near-term.
• Third, markets may even worry that central banks – notably the Fed – may overreact to elevated
inflation in such a situation of uncertainty. These worries would likely be premature. Whether a
central bank has merely taken the foot off the accelerator or stepped on the brakes too harshly usually becomes apparent only towards the end rather than at the beginning of a rate hike cycle. Instead, Western central banks would intervene if need be to ensure that money and credit markets
work sufficiently smoothly.
Key headlines so far:
- Russian forces have conducted missile strikes at several cities in Ukraine with reports of explosions
and gunfire in Kiev
- US President Biden has said that he will conduct meetings with G7 leaders to decide on further
Russian sanctions
- Russian media is reporting that Russian forces have attacked Ukrainian military infrastructure and
air bases (via Reuters)
- Ukrainian media reports that Russian troops have landed in southern port cities of Odessa and Mariupol (via Reuters)
ISSUES BEYOND THE IMMEDIATE NEWSFLOW
Our assessment rests on the key assumption that Russia does not go on to attack a NATO member, which
even the Soviets never did, and that the war thus remains a Russian invasion of Ukraine. Among the big
questions which the world may ponder in addition is how China will assess the Western response and how
that might affect its stance towards Taiwan. As discussed before, we rank a hypothetical Chinese attack on
Taiwan as the worst geopolitical risk with much starker consequences for the global economy and global
markets. For more on this tail risk, see pages 7-8 of our event risk note.
POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF A RUSSIAN INVASION OF UKRAINE
The text below largely repeats our assessment of the potential consequences of a Russian invasion of Ukraine
as published on 22 February.
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SHORT-TERM IMPACT (1-2 months)
- Further significant risk-off move in markets amid unusual uncertainty followed by a rebound once the
outlook becomes clearer
- Temporary setback to European business and consumer confidence
- Rebound in economic growth from Omicron setback delayed by up to two months, but recession (2
quarters of GDP contraction) unlikely
- Some further rise in energy price inflation (but Europe beyond peak vulnerability as winter is largely
over)
- ECB/BoE to tread more cautiously at their March meetings, even stronger emphasis on keeping options
open upon charting the course of stimulus removal
- Tougher times for friends of Russia such as France’s Marine Le Pen ahead of the French elections in
April
MEDIUM-TERM IMPACT (3-12 months)
- Markets return mostly to previous trends
- Economic growth in Europe back on track for strong post-Omicron rebound amid easing supply shortages
- Inflation stays slightly more elevated (by c0.3 ppt) due to somewhat higher energy prices
- Monetary policy returns to path that seemed likely beforehand
- Gradually mounting economic problems in Russia due to sanctions, self-isolation and the costs of imperial overstretch
- Significantly stronger political cohesion within EU and NATO in response to Russian threat
LONG-TERM IMPACT (beyond one year)
- No significant impact on European growth
- Faster diversification away from Russian oil and gas, more spending on renewables plus nuclear power
and on hydrogen for storage of energy
- More military spending in the western world
- Right-wing populist challenge to cohesion of EU recedes as Putin’s Russia loses its allure and the
means to finance its fans among the European populists
- Geopolitical impact to depend partly on 2024 US election (moderates win = stronger NATO; return of
Trump-style “America first” = US-European alliance severely strained)
- Progressive weakening of Russian economy which, like the Soviet Union before, falls ever more behind
the advanced world, see The Russia gap: Chart of the Week from 18 February 2022
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Disclaimer
This document was compiled by the above mentioned authors of the economics department of Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG (hereinafter referred to as “the Bank”).
The Bank has made any effort to carefully research and process all information. The information has been obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable such
as, for example, Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg and the relevant specialised press. However, we do not assume liability for the correctness and completeness of all
information given. The provided information has not been checked by a third party, especially an independent auditing firm. We explicitly point to the stated date of
preparation. The information given can become incorrect due to passage of time and/or as a result of legal, political, economic or other changes. We do not assume
responsibility to indicate such changes and/or to publish an updated document. The forecasts contained in this document or other statements on rates of return, capital
gains or other accession are the personal opinion of the author and we do not assume liability for the realisation of these.
This document is only for information purposes. It does not constitute investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. It does not replace consulting regarding legal, tax or financial matters.
Remarks regarding foreign investors
The preparation of this document is subject to regulation in the United Kingdom. The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and
persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.
United Kingdom
This document is meant exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals, but not for private customers. It is not for distribution to or the use of private
investors or private customers.
United States of America
This document has been prepared exclusively by the Bank. Although Berenberg Capital Markets, LLC (“BCM”), an affiliate of the Bank and registered US broker-dealer,
distributes this document to certain investors, BCM does not provide input into its contents, nor does this document constitute research of BCM. In addition, this
document is meant exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals, but not for retail investors or private customers. It is not for distribution to or the
use of retail investors or private customers. BCM accepts responsibility for this research document’s contents and institutional investors receiving this research and
wishing to effect any transactions in any security discussed herein should do so through BCM and not the Bank.
Please contact Berenberg Capital Markets, LLC (+1 646 949 9000) if you require additional information.
Copyright
The Bank reserves all the rights in this document. No part of the document or its content may be rewritten, copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means
or redistributed without the Bank’s prior written consent.
© 2021 Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG
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